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1.

Background to Workshop

The fight against corruption in Ghana has a long history but became intensified in the late
1990’s after the participation of anti-corruption agencies in some international
conferences brought to the fore the need for stakeholders to work together in the fight
against corruption. However, the fight seems to have been more limited to stakeholders
working in government and the Non-Governmental sector with very minimal presence of
the private sector in the fight against corruption. One of the important issues that came up
during the African Peer Review Mechanism (APRM) process was the need to improve
corporate governance to reduce corruption in Ghana. In a bid to improve private sector
participation in the fight against corruption, the Private Enterprise Foundation (PEF) in
collaboration with other business associations - Ghana National Chamber of Commerce
and Industry (GNCCI) and the Ghana Employers Association (GEA), initiated the
development of a national code of good corporate governance for Ghana that will provide
for a uniform framework for good corporate governance principles which all businesses
can identify with, address key shortfalls in the existing corporate governance framework
in place, improve corporate governance practices at the national level, promote investor
confidence and support a better investment climate and overall economic growth in the
country. In furtherance of these objectives, the Ghana Anti-Corruption Coalition (GACC)
and the Ghana Business Code (GBC) has agreed in a Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU) to work together in the promoting a collaborative effort with the business sector
on anti-corruption.

1.1

Pre Forum Workshop

To ensure and promote consistent monitoring of anti-corruption strategies by all
stakeholders, the GACC organized a pre forum workshop on February 8, 2010 to assess
practical ways in which businesses, government, and civil society can work together to
reduce corruption and improve corporate and overall governance. The workshop was a
prelude to the African Investment Forum (AIF) organized from February 9 – 10 under the
theme ‘Business Action Against Corruption’ (BAAC) with support from the
Commonwealth Business Council (CBC).
The pre forum workshop brought together an impressive gathering of very important
stakeholders from private sector, independent governance institutions, civil society and
state institutions in the fight against corruption. Notable amongst these was Professor
Steve Godfrey, Managing Director, CBC; Rt. Hon. Baroness Chalker of Wallasey,
Chairperson, Africa Matters Limited; Commissioner Justice Emile Short, Commission on
Human Rights and Administrative Justice (CHRAJ); and Mr. Ishmael Yamson, Founder
and Chief Executive Officer of Yamson and Associates.
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1.1.1

Workshop Objectives

The workshop was guided by the objectives to:
1. Provide a platform for participants to share experiences and come out with
strategies to be adopted in the fight against corruption;
2. Strengthen ownership of strategies to be adopted by participants in tackling
corruption; and
3. Initiate a network for businesses to work with other stakeholders in the fight
against corruption.

1.1.2

Structure of Workshop

The workshop had three sessions – the first was the formal opening ceremony, which
focused on the keynote address by the guest of honour, and policy statements from
business and anti-corruption campaigners. Session two essentially involved plenary
presentations on key topics, namely; International Dimension of Corruption in the
Business Sector, Role of Chambers of Commerce and Business Associations in the Fight
Against Corruption, Challenges by Businesses in the Fight Against Corruption, and New
Strategies of Business Action Against Corruption. The last session was devoted for
planning and setting the agenda for future participation in the fight against corruption.
This report is structures along the lines of the workshop.

2.

Section One: Opening Ceremony

Welcome Address: Ms. Anna Bossman, Deputy Commissioner, CHRAJ and Vice
Chairperson of the Board of Directors of GACC
Ms. Bossman noted in her welcome address that, the perception of corruption remains
high in Ghana although the country has seen an increase in a number of anti-corruption
legislation. She assigned various reasons for this; namely; weak implementation of anticorruption legislation, lack of transparency and accountability, erosion of ethical values,
and lowering of moral standards at all levels. She emphasized the need for GACC to
continue to employ research, advocacy, training and education as its main tools in the
attempt to reduce public perception on corruption while also mobilizing the populace to
be part of the anti-corruption campaign.
Ms. Bossman highlighted the signing of a MoU between GACC and the GBC in
December 2009 which signaled a partnership with businesses in line with implementing
principle 10 of the UN Global Compact. Among others, the compact states that:
businesses shall; work against all forms of corruption including extortion and bribery;
document, record and keep income and expenditure date for six years; not permit the
payment of bribes to business partners, government officials or employees; not hire a
government employee to do work that conflict in any manner with the official obligation
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of the employee; not offer or accept gifts beyond the value of GHc 150 per person in any
twelve months period only if approved by a senior officer and explicitly recorded in the
books of the business naming the recipient; and abstain from cronyism and nepotism. The
Deputy Commissioner, CHRAJ, reminded all key stakeholders – government private
sector and civil society to work together to achieve the above.
Ms. Bossman reminded participants of the broader objectives of the workshop which was
to provide a platform for business leaders to share experiences and ideas on strategies to
combat corruption. She reiterated the need for businesses to consider also engaging other
key actors such as the state and civil society instead of limiting discussions among
businesses alone. She was hopeful that, the workshop would strengthen the collective
effort of participants and other stakeholders to build a very strong partnership to combat
corruption in Ghana. Ms. Bossman mentioned the oil sector as one of the key sectors
where collective effort on the part of government, businesses and civil society was
required to combat corruption.
She welcomed the partnership with CBC and expressed the hope for a fruitful and
sustainable partnership that will make the project yield very good benefits to the business
community as well as other stakeholders in Ghana. Ms. Bossman ended her welcome
address with the following quote:
‘Transparency, accountability, integrity in business dealings, love of country, regard for
the less privileged, and an unshakeable commitment to lift our people out of poverty must
be our collective objective.’

2.1

Keynote Address & Policy Statements

The chairperson of the session - Ishmael Yamson, highlighted three points to set the tone
for the opening ceremony. He first emphasized the need for participants to appreciate that
corruption in whatever form it takes has a great potential to destroy the value of a
business. The impact could be in the form of cost and loss of profits and the loss of
corporate image and reputation of a company.
Secondly, he reminded participants that the actions they take against corruption may not
endure unless they as business actors are able to establish clear codes of business ethics,
as well as values and behaviors by which businesses can be judged. In line with this
argument, he stated:
‘If businesses can hold themselves accountable for their behavior, we will not need laws
to regulate the way businesses behave’.
Finally, he noted that it is businesses that exploit African weak public institutions to
influence the behaviors of politicians etc and thus, they equally have a huge role to play
in the fight against corruption instead of always shouting loudest about the debilitating
impact of corruption on their business.
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Corruption according to Mr. Yamson, has become a big developmental issue with
implication for national security, especially for African countries, that can least afford the
impact of pervasive and deeply ingrained corruption. He highlighted some consequences
of corruption, namely; sale of state assets to foreign companies for peanuts, roads which
are never built to the right specifications, classrooms which are never built, hospitals with
no medicines and consumables, children dying of malaria because of stolen aid funds etc.
He was encouraged by the fact that business people were concerned about the issues of
corruption and prepared to act collectively through the workshop to do something about
it.

2.1.1

Statements

Professor Steve Godfrey, Executive director, Commonwealth Business Council
Prof. Godfrey reminded participants of CBC’s work, which he said was founded on the
principle of cooperative alliances among businesses, government and civil society and
driven by stakeholder inclusiveness to tackle corruption. In line with this, he said, the
BAAC adopts a practical approach to confronting corruption by promoting joint action
between the different sectors with businesses playing a key role in the fight, although, in
its approach, BAAC is also committed to taking into account views of others in the fight
against corruption. He said BAAC was being implemented in six African countries
namely Botswana, Malawi, Nigeria, South Africa, Tanzania, and Zambia and soon to
start in Ghana. He noted that activities in these countries have been boosted with funding
from the UK Department for International Development.
Prof. Godfrey enumerated a number of practical steps required in dealing with corruption
from the business perspective. These include, the establishment of codes, rules, and
simplified business procedures. He however noted that, addressing the root causes of
corruption will also require social and ethical actions which may not be easily
quantifiable e.g. the love of one’s country and the desire to do good which are equally
relevant in fighting corruption. He stated:
‘No country can progress economically unless the love to stamp out corruption is key’.
Prof. Godfrey reiterated CBC’s support for anti-corruption efforts in Ghana through the
establishment of a long term partnership with GACC. He concluded by also pledging
CBC’s support in dealing with new challenges that may arise in fighting corruption in
Ghana.

The Rt Hon Baroness Chalker of Wallasey, Chairperson, Africa Matters Limited
Rt. Hon Baroness Chalker of Wallasey recounted her 20 years involvement in promoting
transparency and accountability and the fight against corruption. She noted substantial
progress made over time in the fight against corruption in many countries including some
African countries, although she felt the problem lies in sustaining these gains over time
7

and across board. She highlighted corruption charges in the 2008 public accounts reports
of Ghana and financial crimes committed by Chief Executive Officers of financial
institutions in Nigeria to highlight the pervasiveness of the problem in parts of Africa.
She also highlighted the rising incidence of counterfeiting and other different dimensions
of corruption, that in her opinion require a renewed effort on the part of businesses to
assist national governments in taking collective action to beat the corruptors in the
system.
Rt. Hon Baroness Chalker of Wallasey noted the usefulness of anti-corruption
instruments such as the UN Global Convention Against Corruption in the fight against
corruption, noting also that, these codes and standards will only become useful and
sufficient if they are implemented to the book - country by country, and sector by sector.
She encouraged private sector operators to properly examine ways in which they could
assist national governments in the fight against corruption by implementing these
instruments in their respective countries. In all these, she indicated the need for
governments to show leadership in the process whereas businesses should commit to
cleaning their acts against corruption and counterfeiting. She concluded by saying:
‘The time is rife for a collective attempt at combating the menace’

Dr. Boye Ocansey, Director General, Private Enterprise Foundation
Dr. Boye Ocansey, Director General, PEF noted in his statement that good corporate
governance contributes significantly to the control of corruption in the private sector,
hence the need for private sector to work with public sector institutions to formulate
policies and programs that can be implemented within a liberal and democratic system to
improve the peoples welfare, reduce poverty and realize other public and societal goals.
In his opinion, good governance at the national level can hardly be attained without the
involvement of the private sector as the private sector is well noted for being the supply
side of corruption to public officials.
Dr. Boye Ocansey briefed workshop participants on the role PEF and other private
businesses have been playing to enhance corporate governance in Ghana. He made
mention of the National Program of Action of the APRM which sought to help strengthen
the public sector regulatory framework for pro-poor private sector development and also
build the capacity of the private sector for enhanced growth in the sector through
improved corporate governance. He indicated that as part of the project, PEF is working
with the private sector and other stakeholders to develop a single code containing a
harmonized set of guidelines that would present one standard reference for governance at
the corporate level and help promote good corporate governance practice in Ghana.
He further highlighted PEF’s involvement in training directors of companies on the
benefits of inculcating the practice of good corporate governance in their daily work
activities and the training of young journalists in investigative and financial journalism
aimed at encouraging them to uncover bad practices among Ghanaian businesses. Dr.
Boye Ocansey like earlier speakers also noted the importance of involving all key
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stakeholders - public and private sectors as well as civil society in the fight at ultimately
reducing corruption and preventing it. The most important thing in his opinion was for all
sectors of the economy to play their part well and honorably.

2.1.2

Keynote Address - Commissioner
Justice
Emile
Short,
Commission on Human Rights and Administrative Justice
(CHRAJ)

Commissioner Justice Emile Short noted in his keynote address that corruption however
defined, has the most devastating effects in developing economies. Corruption in his
opinion wastes resources by distorting government policy against the interest of the
majority of the people; turns the energy and efforts of public officials and citizens
towards easy money instead of productive activities; frustrates efforts to alleviate poverty
and generates apathy and cynicism all over Africa; violates civil and political rights, as
well as the right to economic and social development. He was very particular about
corruption in African countries that in his opinion hinders economic growth and
democracy. He provided some evidence of the increasing cost of corruption in Africa
citing data from Transparency International (TI) - TI estimates that 10% of total
expenditure on construction is diverted annually from projects that are designed to build
roads, hospitals, supply safe drinking water etc. He also indicated that corrupt
administrations prefer to spend more on investment projects like building of bridges, and
roads not because of their benefit to the masses of the people but because of the huge
kickbacks that such projects offer.
Commissioner Justice Emile Short also identified corruption as one of the most serious
threats to the enjoyment of fundamental human rights and freedoms. He said “the fight
for human rights and the fight against corruption have a great deal in common” noting
also that a corrupt government, which rejects both transparency and accountability, is not
likely to be a respecter of human rights. He made reference to a recent conference in
Nairobi, where several participants, some of who came from African countries including
the most corrupt, advocated that those involved in serious crimes of corruption should be
charged with a crime against humanity just like genocide.
He also noted rather sadly that, the fight against corruption has placed more emphasis on
public sector corruption to the exclusion of private sector corruption. ‘Discussions on
how to combat corruption have focused primarily on the recipients of bribes rather than
on those who pay them’ he said. He said society was so quick to point to one public
officer or the other receiving a bribe, but less enthusiastic to condemn the private person
or business actor that offers the bribe. He identified as problematic the role of the news
media in focusing their attention on public officials – on the demand side of the equation
and also the conventional definition of corruption i.e. the use of public office for private
gain as contributing to this bias. In his opinion, almost every public sector corruption has
an important component of private sector participation i.e. the private sector is much
associated with the supply side of corruption, hence his call for a more balanced
approach. He made reference to a quotation in the 2005 report of the Commission for
Africa to emphasis his point. The reports notes that, “It is not enough to say that people
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in Africa are corrupt, but to ask who is corrupting them and how do we deal with them. It
is not enough to say people in Africa are stealing money, but to ask who is banking that
money and how do we get it returned”.
Commissioner Justice Emile Short also highlighted the different dimensions of the
corruption phenomenon, which is manifest in the way Multinational Companies (MNCs)
operate in African countries that host them. He noted among others that, a host of MNCs
are willing to pay bribes to obtain a competitive advantage over their business rivals who
are not willing to do so; a host of MNCs operate with the philosophy that corruption is
entrenched in Africa and so they have to come to terms with it if they want to do business
in Africa; and a host of foreign investors who regard corruption as an effective and
necessary strategy to win business in Africa. He referred workshops participants to the
Mabey and Johnson (M&J) saga in Ghana to emphasize the extent to which MNCs are
prepared to pay bribes (often through the use of so called ‘agents’ or ‘representatives’),
and by local business enterprises to senior public officials in developing countries in
order to win or retain businesses and contracts.
Commissioner Justice Emile Short further noted that fighting corruption is a very
complex undertaking, which requires galvanizing all efforts and resources to combat it
more effectively. He called on workshop participants to resolve to deal with corruption
with all sincerity by quoting from Professor John Hatchard who observes the ‘need to
develop corporate willingness to tackle corruption”. Corporate willingness in his opinion
requires businesses to commit themselves to very robust ethical rules that forbid
corruption in all its forms. Commissioner Short also advocated for an ethical revolution
in the private sector and the need for the chamber of commerce to promote high standards
of integrity in business transactions by means of self-regulation and the development of
an effective code of corporate conduct. He reminded private sector operators of the core
values of corporate governance i.e. transparency in corporate transactions, accountability
of corporate managers, fairness, effective accounting and auditing procedures and said
these must be key to developing any code of conduct to regulate private businesses.
Commissioner Justice Emile Short concluded by reminding participants that where
corruption is tacitly accepted as a means of doing business, efforts to improve the legal
and regulatory framework for corporate governance are unlikely to succeed. He
expressed the hope that the workshop will not only support the development of concrete
principles, strategies, and ethics for fighting private sector corruption, but will also leave
no doubt in the minds of all observers concerning the private sectors commitment to the
fight against corruption in Africa.

3.

Section three: Panel Presentations

Mrs. Elizabeth Villars, former President PEF and Association of Ghana Industries (AGI)
chaired panel presentations on the following topics: International dimension of corruption
in the business sector, Role of chambers of commerce and business association in the
fight against corruption, Challenges confronting businesses in the fight against
corruption, and new strategies of business action against corruption.
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3.1

International dimension of corruption in the business sector - Prof. Ken
Attafuah, Exec Director, justice and human Rights Institute

Prof. Ken Attafuah noted in his presentation that corruption is a worldwide pestilence and
that the number of persons in the public and private sectors who engage in corruption is
far greater than the State is prepared to admit. He highlighted several definitions of
corruption to present the different dimension of the concept as it means different things to
different people and organizations. Notable amongst these are; the cause and use of
entrusted power for personal gain; misuse of power for private gain; money
protection/laundering, favors of women etc. He also highlighted different phrases that
ordinary Ghanaians have used to explain the phenomenon - ‘kalabule’, ‘sakawa’, ‘419’,
‘chop chop’, and ‘noko fio’.
Prof. Attafuah stated that the global dimension of corruption is a property of all classes of
persons in all manner of countries high and low, East and West, North and South and all
shades in between, regardless of religion, creed or culture. Much of his presentation
focused on the operations of MNCs who he said, have tremendous capacities to engineer
the instruments of corruption. Prof. Attafuah identified a number of characteristics that
MNCs exhibit in engineering the instruments of corruption. These he captured as follows:
•

Corrupt MNCs contribute to the creation and expansion of safe havens in the
globalized economy for the purpose of concealing their loot.

•

Corrupt MNCs have personnel with considerable expertise in complex financial
operations that are able to easily move funds abroad, leaving very little paper trail.

•

Corrupt MNCs are able to engage the services of highly proficient international
lawyers to craft the trust agreements and foundations for the obscure locales
where they bank their loot, making the tracing of these sheltered assets extremely
difficult.

•

Corrupt MNCs are able to invest the capital they acquire in real estate overseas
and to enter financial markets in ways more difficult to detect than through the
purchase of commercial and residential real estate.

•

Corrupt MNCs conduct shadow operations with state budgetary resources, pay for
elections, and offer such lavish inducements as handsome scholarships to the
children of public officials, expensive jewelry and clothing, business
shareholding, plum overseas vacations, and footing electioneering campaign bills.

•

Corrupt MNCs assist local recipients of huge bribes to launder the funds through
infiltration into the domestic banking sector of the developing countries.

Prof. Attafuah highlighted a number of corruption-enabling or pro-graft characteristics
exhibited by developing countries that further enhances the capacities of MNCs to
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engineer corrupt practices. Among these is the eagerness of public officials to amass
wealth, gain fame or retain power; lack of serious anti-corruption legal regime; weak,
vulnerable, unprofessional and self-serving law enforcement agencies; existence of an
incompetent and corrupt judiciary that offers justice for sale or influence; abounding in
the expectation that bribes will be given and taken; pervasive knowledge and
endorsement of sexual harassment, racial discrimination and lack of concern for the
environment; and widespread belief that none of the forgoing situations is illegal,
unethical, or even unusual.
Prof. Attafuah proposed several different approaches and specific strategies that may be
adopted to constrain or minimize, at the developing country level, the capacity of
unethical international business actors to corrupt public officials and thereby visit all the
untold consequences of corruption on the lives of the people. The first was the
application of sound corporate ethics that require the business sector to develop and
implement an effective ethics and compliance measurement program independent of, but
harmonious with statutory crime control arrangements. His second proposal was for
governments and civil society anti-corruption organizations to promote popular
acceptance and strenuous application of such simple maxims of corporate ethics as the
following: If you think an action might be unethical, it probably is, hence don’t do it! If
you are not sure you need an ethical program it means you need it!
Thirdly, he proposed providing training to staff of businesses on corporate ethics to raise
awareness of staff towards reducing corruption. He emphasized the importance of abiding
by ethical corporate standards as an integral part of improving an organizations
competitive advantage. To complement business efforts, Prof. Attafuah further proposed
an effective monitoring of the behavior of local public officers which must move in
tandem with the effective performance of the duties of business watchdog agencies such
as the Ghana Police Service, Securities and Exchange Commission, Minerals
Commission, the Serious Fraud Office and the CHRAJ. He however expressed worry
about the increasing evidence of entrenched corruption within some of these security
institutions that undermines the scale of hope on a continent that is already short on
action and long on potential.
Finally, he recommended a better working relationship between civil society in Ghana
with their governments to explore effective ways of tackling corruption. He specifically
proposed measures such as the intensification of legal efforts to prosecute MNCs that pay
bribes; reclaiming the loot that African political elites have stashed in Euro-American,
Arab and Asian banks; providing entrenched statutory guarantees of security of tenure for
heads of anti-graft agencies in order to prevent the alacrity with which heads of anti-graft
agencies have been removed from the SFO in Ghana, the Economic and Financial Crimes
Commission of Nigeria, the Scorpions of South Africa, and the Anti-Corruption Bureau
of Kenya; pursuing vigorously the investigation of the killings and possible prosecution
of the murderers of anti-corruption crusaders in Zambia, Gabon, DR Congo and
Equatorial Guinea; trail the movement of donor aid; advocate for the strict enforcement
of the existing punitive laws; firm and efficient performance of the preventive and
prosecutorial roles by anti-corruption watchdog agencies such as the Securities and
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Exchange Commission, Customs, Excise and Preventive Service, Serious Fraud Office
and Ghana Police Service.

3.2

Role of chambers of commerce and business association in the fight against
corruption - Mr. Atta Krofa, President, GNCCI

Mr. Atta Krofa highlighted in his presentation, the concern Ghanaian businesses have
about corruption, as in the past, governments, have treated businesses unfairly suspecting
them of being corrupt and also increasing public perception of corruption among
businessmen/women. He advised business actors to do a lot to correct such images or
perception in the minds of people, by bringing back some trust in business operations. He
emphasized the need for trust in business operations, as corruption has the tendency of
eroding the rule of law and creating an environment of mistrust.
Mr. Atta Krofa also alluded to the enormity of corruption in Africa, by referring to a
World Bank publication where it is estimated that corruption accounts for 5 percent of
global GDP in developing countries. In the context of Ghana, he enumerated the different
dimensions of the problem that was of great concern to the private sector. These include,
connivance on the part of importers and custom officials to vary harmonized costing
codes that will attract lower rates of duty on particular imports, awards of road contracts
based on political affiliations, payment of monies for poorly executed jobs just because
part of the monies may be expected to go to authorities awarding contracts, chain saw
operators conniving with forestry officials to fell trees illegally creating de-forestation,
money extortion at borders. In all these cases, he said, those found culpable must be
treated as common criminals - ‘unless they are dealt with ruthlessly, society will continue
to suffer’ he intimated.
Realizing the enormity of the problem confronting the business sector, he said, GNCCI,
GEA), and PEF decided to establish a code of conduct to regulate the way business are
conducted. In line with this, the GNCCI, PEF and GEA introduced the GBC that serves
as a guide in the transparent operation of businesses and a guide to government officials
and the media to monitor and ensure ethical behavior in the way business is conducted.
Mr. Atta Akrofa advised businesses to ensure that they get rid of extortion and bribery in
their operations. He gave an indication of the various roles that GNCCI could play in the
fight against corruption. Among others, he mentioned embarking on sensitization
programs in a bid to educate business communities on the negative impact of corruption,
motivating chambers of commerce to take special interest in corruption issues and also
introduce an incentive mechanism to reward people who detect and expose wrongdoing.
He further called on ECOWAS Business Associations to collectively work with
governments in the sub-region to ensure that protocols such as the free movements of
goods and people are complied with to stop extortion at the borders.
Mr. Atta Akrofa rounded up his presentation by assuring workshop participants that
GNCCI will continue to intensify its engagement with government authorities to
introduce all measures, laws and regulations that will ensure transparent operation of
businesses especially procurement entities.
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3.3

Challenges confronting businesses in the fight against corruption - Alex
Frimpong, President, Ghana Employers Association

As part of his introduction to the topic, Mr. Alex Frimpong, President, GEA, noted the
importance of engaging private sector and other stakeholders such as civil society in the
fight against all forms of corruption because corruption remains a major challenge in
achieving sustainable development and progress in society with the poor suffering most.
He was very particular about private sector corruption, which in his opinion, deters
development, affects investment climate and impacts negatively on governments.
Mr. Frimpong identified the lack of a collective definition of corruption as the major
challenge facing businesses in the fight against corruption. The lack of a collective
definition he says makes it difficult to decide which form is more endemic, what works,
what does not and why. He also highlighted the lack of social spaces for private sector to
discuss issues of corruption as a key challenge and hurdle that businesses have to
surmount in the fight against corruption. He praised the timing of the workshop as it
partly addresses the issues of lack of social spaces to deliberate on issues of corruption.
Mr. Frimpong also highlighted the lack of operationalization of anti-corruption laws such
as the Whistleblowers Act and the Financial Administration Act that have been
promulgated in the fight against corruption as a key challenge. He said citizens lack
knowledge of these instruments and that has partly affected the efficient use in combating
corruption. He further referred to the persisting problem of inadequate resources targeted
at anti-corruption agencies such as CHRAJ, SFO etc. which is affecting their operational
capacity and also translated into lack of public confidence in these institutions as they are
operating below their capacities.
Mr. Frimpong highlighted effective risk management and complying with business laws
as key factors that contribute to the business case of combating corruption. He pledged
GEA’s full support to any initiatives that may be aimed at stemming corruption and
freeing resources for development while also emphasizing the need for those
spearheading the GBC to live above reproach by setting high standards for others to
emulate.

3.4

Challenges confronting businesses in the fight against corruption - Ashiish
Bhatt, Director, AEGIS Defence Services

Mr. Ashiish Bhatt, Director, AEGIS Defence Services kept his presentation on the topic
very brief. According to him, the biggest challenge and threat to business operations and
the fight against corruption in Africa lies in the operation of MNCs. For him, the big
question confronting most African states was how to get MNCs to avoid doing business
the usual way and to focus on business principles and values. Mr. Ashiish was quite
critical of the operations of most MNCs. He said, what MNCs often do lies behind the
reality of the corruption problem in Africa and well ahead of the control of the regulatory
environment. He found it quite ironic that most MNCs talk of good governance and
14

accountability but are not willing to be held accountable for their actions. In his opinion,
MNCs are often concerned with cutting corners for short-term gains.
Given the above challenges, Mr. Ashiish Bhatt felt it is incumbent on the international
community to protect African states against corruption. He also advised African
governments and citizens to reject the notion that after all ‘business is business’ and that
corruption is one sided for which the receiver must always take the blame. He
emphasized the need to change the perception that corruption is somebody else’s problem
in order to confront it head on. He also felt African countries must begin to learn to say
no to international businesses that are not willing to play by the game.
Mr. Bhatt concluded his presentation by enumerating a number of ways in which private
sector corruption can be controlled. The measures highlighted include the need to ensure
proper scrutiny and enforcement of rules that must apply to all sectors equally with no
preferential treatments; due diligence on the part of countries that attract foreign
investment i.e. going the extra mile to investigate or find out more about the background
of international investors before allowing them in; and proper risk assessment.

3.5

New strategies of business action against corruption - Soji Apampa, Executive
Director, Centre for Business Integrity, Nigeria

Mr. Soji Apampa made a case for collective action/approach as a new strategy in dealing
with the corruption problem. He said the assumption that governments have the capacity
and are willing to monitor, detect and adopt strategies and sanctions to fight corruption
was misguided, as there is hardly any government anywhere in the world that can fight
corruption alone. He emphasized the need to promote more stakeholder activism - with
participation from labour unions, investors, shareholders etc. in the fight against
corruption rather than rely solely on governments in the fight.
As part of the collective approach, he said, businesses need to first identify common areas
to act, which in most cases will border on challenges facing businesses. The next step in
the collective approach after problem identification is joint planning and collective action
as highlighted by the presenter.
Mr. Soji Apampa also highlighted other characteristics that businesses require in
preparing the grounds for joint/collective action. These include; clearly laid down
standards to measure anticipated behavior, business mentors/leaders who understand the
challenges to doing business and have skills in doing business the proper way, the
establishment of codes, standards and sanctions to self-regulate businesses; and
introduction of incentive packages to encourage businesses to do the right thing.
Mr. Apampa also stressed openness in any efforts at pursuing collection action if all
parties involved are to make any appreciable progress. He particularly emphasized the
need to open up the process for public scrutiny especially the media to keep all sides
honest.
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4.

General Discussions

The discussion segment was meant to tease out practical strategies to engage businesses
to combat corruption, but then the discussion tended out to be generic with participants
sharing their views on the panel presentation and making further input drawing on their
own experiences of engaging the issues. Highlights of discussions are as follows:
•

The workshop agreed that competitive recruitments should be encouraged in
businesses since acts of cronyism and nepotism may amount to corruption.

•

There was general agreement on the need to pay equal attention to the different
causes of corruption e.g. the external family system, low wages and remuneration,
lack of faster dispute resolution systems etc. Some participants advocated for
more public sensitization programs to get more people to understand the negative
impact of corruption as a way of reducing the problem.

•

Others proposed having compulsory chamber of commerce in Africa as a way of
monitoring business compliance to codes and rules to curb business corruption. A
lot of businesses in Africa do not belong to any association making it difficult to
monitor their operations.

•

A collective approach to addressing the corruption problem was reiterated during
the discussion session with some proposing that corruption be introduced at the
basic education system to teach children about the negative effects and also the
fact that it should not be discouraged in society.

•

Some participants called for public disclosures i.e. naming and shaming of
businesses who engage in illicit operation as a disincentive. Others also felt we
need to go beyond that by making people pay back to society monies they loot
etc. when they are found to have engaged in illicit activities. Emphasis was placed
on police enforcement and effective policing in this regard.

•

A participant noted that the regulatory bodies are losing sight of their main
functions mainly because the governments is driving them to become more
revenue oriented. He called for regulatory institutions such as the customs, excise
and preventive services to adhere to their core functions and not be distracted
from it.

•

Workshop participants emphasized the development of practical home-grown
initiatives in the fight against corruption.

•

Businesses were encouraged to allow the codes and laws they establish to work
by undertaking proper supervision and monitoring of business operation and the
enforcement of laws.

•

Some participants felt corruption was more of a social problem than anything else
as we live in a society where people expect you to be corrupt. ‘Corruption in
Africa is seen as a way of survival’ - sentiments of a participant.
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5.

•

Some participants felt individuals must accept the responsibility for fighting
corruption since part of the problem lies in the fact that people feel corruption is
other people problem.

•

Others felt making regulations transparent and accessible to the public is one way
of promoting adherence to laid down procedure/regulations and combating
corruption. They advocated for the publishing of rules and regulations by
businesses and state organizations providing services to the public. Organizational
charter to educate the public of rules and procedures must be encouraged.

Section Four – Closing Ceremony

A number of brief remarks were made by the workshop organizers and collaborators to
bring the workshop to a close. First was a representative of Professor Steve Godfrey and
CBC, Ms. Yvonne …She re-affirmed CBC’s support to the work of GACC and any local
initiate aimed at fighting corruption, which unduly increases the cost of doing business.
She was hopeful that the implementation of BAAC in Ghana will go a long way to
mobilize businesses to play a more vibrant role in the fight against corruption.
Ms. Florence Dennis, Executive Secretary, GACC, highlighted the significance of the
partnership by stating that GACC will continue to intensify efforts in working with the
business sector and also continue to monitor the business sector for compliance with the
codes and rules building on the Memorandum of Understanding that it has with Ghana
Business Code.
Mr. Yamson on his part felt the discussions and dialogue on how to combat corruption in
the business sector should not end at the workshop. He encouraged participants to
continue to engage each other and other stakeholders to come up with collective solutions
in tacking corruption. He also encouraged businesses as they plan for joint action to also
look at best practices for incorporation in local strategies that may be developed to tackle
the problem.

5.1

Next Steps

The next steps or actions flow directly from the general discussions and the section on
new strategies for business action against corruption. There was general agreement by
workshop participants for Ghana to move from establishing the Business Code by also
ensuring that it is implemented effectively as an important step to Action. A number of
proposals were mooted to ensure successful implementation. These are:
1. Establishment of an effective policing system that sanctions businesses that flout
codes and rules;
2. Institution of internal whistle blowing mechanisms that will ensure that those who
do not comply with pacts are made to comply; and
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3. Point number 2 can be achieved when businesses set up ethical and responsible
processes to monitor adherence. These strategies will work successfully if they
are generated by the players who are directly affected by the acts.
Other strategies proposed to reduce and manage corruption among businesses include:
•

Making regulations transparent and accessible to the public to promote adherence
to procedures/regulations. Participants proposed instituting organizational charters
in service sectors to educate the public of rules and procedures that must be
complied with in accessing those services to reduce abuses in the system.

•

Establish an incentive regime to reward businesses if they do the right thing or
comply with laid down rules and regulations – businesses must know that by
doing the right things, they will be rewarded.

•

The workshop also proposed instituting workable alternate dispute resolution
systems to manage and complement punitive measures.
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APPENDIX B: LIST OF PARTICIPANTS
NAME

INSTITUTION/POSITION CONTACT

E-MAIL

NUMBER
KOBENA
HANSON

Africa Capacity Building
Foundation

+2634700208

k.hanson@acbf-paaf.org

YAW ASANTE
ANIM PETER
BRACE

PALM ALUMINIUM
COMPANY

0267320426
0243101933

Palmal21@yahoo.com

ABDUL
RAHMAN
ABUBAKAR

FOLKSWORLD
MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANCY

0246622000

a.rahman@folksworld.com

JONATHAN
AZASOO

NDPC

0244763067

jkazasoo@yahoo.com

Engr D. Nbanaso

FHA Engineering Services
Director

Mr. I. Ado

FHA Strategy and I.C.T
Director

Mr. I. Dang

FHA Chief Estate Officer

Mr. Abiodun
Adedeji

Odua Investment Delegation
New Business Development
Manager

Anthony Kitsi –
Prempeh

GTV

0244485356

akitsiprempeh@yahoo.com

Justice Abban
James Addoguaye
DAN. Fal
Senator Brimmo
Yusuf

Chairman Odua Investment

Mr. Jimoh
Adebayo

Group Managing
Director/C.E.O Odua
Investment

Engr. Benniah
Ojum

C.E.O CLE Engineering
Consult LTD

Mrs Ekeoma
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Commissioner Dr.
Kola Balogun

Commercet co –operate

Special Advisor
prince John. F
Adeleke

Special Advisor Econo,mic
Planning and coperate

Emmamuel Agyei

CITI FM

0244244687

vanderspirit@hotmail.com

Naa Ama Osei –
Tutu

Oman Fm

0244635933

Amaoseitutu2007@yahoo.co.uk

Fred Dzalofata

Choice Fm

0247123705

Dalfred4u@yahoo.com

Ibrahim Oppong
Kuranteng

GBC RADIO GHANA

0242074276

ioppongkuranteng@rocketmail.com

0244966845

Fifty Achiaa
Ruby A. Ntirakwa

NET 2 TV

0203839344

Wittyruby5@yahoo.com

Antoinette Mintah

Information Services
Department

0244246927

anetanie@yahoomail.com

Samuel Doe
Ablordeppey

Daily Graphic

021684024

Cb.okine@gmail.com

Felicity Boachie
Danquah

Daily Dispatch

0243516062

Fei4les@yahoo.com

Mrs. Neiven Elshafei

GAFI Vicechairman

+202-24055472

nshafei@gafinet.org

Mr. Hahmoud
Abdel-Raheim

GAFI Country officer Africa

+202-24055462
ext.460

m.abdelraheim@gafinet.org.eg

Mr. Hassan Ismail

GAFI senior event
Coordinator

+202-24055431

h-amer@gafinet.org

Ms. Mai ElNaggai

GAFI Matcmaking
Coordinating

Charles A. Adjei
Kwaku Duah
Nana Yaw

Charles Benoni
Okai

m.elnaggar@gafinet.org
+202-24055481

Kingsley Boateng

Africa Online Ghana

0208141187

Kingsley.boateng@africaonline.com.gh
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Francisca Boateng

FSB Law Consult

0208195042

fsblawconsult@yahoo.com

Victoria ME
HAJAR

Ghana National Chamber of
Commerce and Industry

02476567777

Vic_hajar@yahoo.com

Theodore Dzeble

Ghana Centre for Democracy
Development

0244215736

tdzeble@cddghana.org

Moses Assem

Aboafo Buying Company
Ltd

0242185611

Massem77@hotmail.com

Leon Pacini

PAUL HASTINSUP

+442030235100 LEONPACINI@PAULHASTINGS.CON

FELIX KOKU
MAWUSI

CID HQ Dsp

0208119726

fmawusi@hotmail.com

Dr. Bonei Yao
Gebe

IEA

0244232416

bonngebe@hotmail.com

Cheryl GoPAUL

Senior Governance Advisor
CIDA

0248367459

Cheryl .gopaul@gopual@psughana.org

J. N. seeler

Program Mnager BAAC
Malawi

002658883000673

jm-seeler@t-online.de

Sam poku

WABA

0244329622

waba@africaonline.com.gh

Shirley Seidu

Procurement Manager V.R.A

0208138735

Shirley.seidu@vra.com

Kwamena Ahwoi

GIMPA

0244318139

chamoako@yahoo.co.uk

Lawrencia Adams

G-rap

0243188321

lawrenciaadams@g-rap.org

Perpetual Osei –
Bonsu

SOAAG

02443214956

soaag@africaonline.com.gh

Ayamdoo Charles

CHRAJ

0208137580

cayamdoo@gmail.com

Suleiman
Mustapha

Graphic Business

0208154517

suleidauela@yahoo.com

Sammy Darko

Joy Fm

030711997

Samuel.darko@myjoyonline.com

Theresa Osei

Sena Radio

0206313224

Bizafrique/sena.Radio.com

Baffoe Williams

State Enterprise Commission

0266361076

williamsbaffoe@yahoo.com

Solomon K. Baffoe

Ghana Shippers Authority

02441266875

Sk-baffoe@yahoo.com

Lab Jeprpn

Danish Embassy

021253473

accamb@um.dk

Vibebe Mortense
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Aayakwa Ayisi
Addo

PEF

021515604

Riaz Currimjee

Sorya Capital

+447887821070 riaz@suryacapital.com

Prince Frimpong
Bediako

METRO TV

0208149947

info@pefghana.org

frimprinz@yahoo.com

Ebenezer Mensah
Gloria Seygofia
David Ameydowu
Ayuba Osaman
PAL ARNE
DAVIDSEN

PROGRESS PARTY
NORWEGIAN
PARLIAMENT/FOREIGN
AFFAIRS ADVISOR

pad@stortineft.no
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